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Abstract. This paper reports a systematic investigation of the growth and attachment
of small gold nanoparticles to the functionalized surface of larger silica nanoparticles by
three diﬀerent methods. Nearly monodispersed silica particles and gold nanoparticles were
prepared by sol–gel method. The size of the particle could be altered by changing the
concentration of reactants, temperature and the time for which they react. The nanocoreshell particles prepared by three diﬀerent methods were studied using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), UV–vis spectroscopy and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. We
have found that the third method (c), a combination of the ﬁrst two methods (a) and (b),
has given better results.
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1. Introduction
Nanoparticles have been extensively investigated during the last few decades because of their unique properties and application potential. Nanoparticles can be
considered as intermediate between molecules and solids. However, both molecules
and solids have deﬁnite dimension and well-deﬁned properties and the properties
are not size-dependent. Nanoparticles, on the other hand, are characterized by
size-dependent properties. For nanoparticles, both size and surface eﬀects are important. By controlling these, it is possible in principle to design materials of
required optical, magnetic, elastic, chemical etc. properties [1]. There is increasing
interest in the design and synthesis of topological structures composed of monocrystals of various size and shape. Such materials may have unusual optical properties
as a result of increasing topological complexity. Core-shell structures are of central
interest in this context. Core-shell particles constitute a novel class of materials
with potential application in chemically stabilizing colloidal particles, catalysis,
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ﬂuorescent diagnostics, photonic band-gap materials, preparation of biconjugates
etc. [2].
Solid metallic nanoparticles are well-known for their attractive optical properties,
strong optical resonance and a large and fast nonlinear optical polarizability associated with the plasmon frequency of the conduction electron in the particle [3–5].
Colloidal metal shells on the other hand can have resonance that can be tuned over
a wide range as a function of the core-to-shell ratio. The greatly enhanced ability to
manipulate the boundary conditions of the resonating conduction electrons makes
it possible to cover theoretically the ultraviolet, visible and infrared parts of the
spectrum. Westcott et al [6] have shown in several papers how such shells composed
of gold can be grown around silica colloids and how the single particle properties
can be exploited. Silica colloids provide for a convenient dielectric core as they can
be grown with a small polydispersity.
We are motivated not only by the single particle properties but also by the
prospect of using the collective response of metallodielectric colloids if they are
arranged on a regular three-dimensional (3D) lattice. For instance, it has been
shown recently that regular 3D structures with feature sizes on the order of the
wavelength under consideration, also called photonic crystals, can have a full photonic band gap in the visible region, if they are made from metallodielectric spheres
[7–9]. We have synthesized the silica–gold core-shell (SiO2 @Au) nanoparticles using an approach described in experimental section. The presence of the shell is
analysed by UV–vis absorption spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).

2. Experimental section
Silica and gold particles were separately synthesized by sol–gel method and silica
particles are coated with respective shell materials (Au) in a multistep process.
Details of the synthesis and analysis techniques are given below.
2.1 Synthesis of gold-coated silica particles
Silica particles were synthesized using Stöber method by hydrolysis and condensation of TEOS (tetraethylorthosilicate Si(OC2 H5 )4 ) [10]. By changing the concentration of water, ethanol, NH4 OH and TEOS we can vary the size of the monodispersed
silica particles. Silica nanoparticles were functionalized to attach the gold particles
on it by using the bi-functional organic solvent 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS)
[3]. The gold metal has very little aﬃnity for silica, and it does not form the passivating oxide ﬁlm in solution. So silane coupling agent is used as surface primer.
The strong chemical aﬃnity of primary amines for gold drives chemisorptions of
the colloids in the case of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APS). We have used three
diﬀerent methods to form silica–gold core-shell particles by varying the parameters
to get ﬁne results.
(a) Citrate method: Here we have used the gold prepared by reducing 0.002 M
HAuCl4 solution by 0.01 M trisodium citrate Na3 (C6 H5 O7 ) for coating as well as
for gold nucleation [11].
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Figure 1. Flow chart showing the experimental procedure.

(b) Borohydride method: Here, we have used the gold prepared by reducing 0.002
M HAuCl4 /K2 CO3 solution by 0.001 M sodium borohydride (NaBH4 ) for coating
as well as for gold nucleation [12].
(c) This method is a combination of the above two methods in which, gold prepared by varying the concentration of reducing agent 0.01 M sodium borohydride
(NaBH4 ) is used for coating and gold solution prepared by citrate method is used
for gold nucleation.
We ﬁnd coloured silica–gold core-shell particles (SiO2 @Au) by all the three different methods. The whole synthesis is described in ﬁgure 1. The characterization
is done by UV–vis absorption spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).
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Figure 2. SEM picture of silica particles (∼350 nm).

Figure 3. UV–visible spectrum of pure gold particles.

3. Result and discussion
The size of monodispersed silica nanoparticles prepared by Stöber method was studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The SEM picture of silica particles
is shown in ﬁgure 2. Functionalized and gold nuclide silica particles in solution were
treated many times with gold nanoparticles and centrifuged. Gold particles were
found to be attached to silica core. It could be observed that the originally white
particles of silica turned into coloured ones. Optical absorption was recorded at
various stages of addition of gold nanoparticles in every method using UV–visible
absorption spectroscopy. Optical absorption of pure gold solution was found at 525
nm as shown in ﬁgure 3. In silica–gold core-shell particles prepared by method (a)
we did not ﬁnd any measurable plasmon peak shift in pure gold. UV–visible absorp280
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Figure 4. UV–visible spectra of SiO2 @Au core-shell particles prepared by
method (b).

Figure 5. UV–visible spectra of SiO2 @Au core-shell particles prepared by
method (c).

tion spectrum for methods (b) and (c) are shown in ﬁgures 4 and 5 respectively. In
ﬁgure 4, we have seen from the UV–visible spectra of silica–gold core-shell particles
that the plasmon peak of pure gold shows slight shift but the peak is not so sharp
and the gold particles prepared by using the reducing agent sodium borohydride
(NaBH4 ) is not too much stable. The gold particles prepared by citrate method
are more stable but its reduction rate is very slow. In nucleation process silica
react with separately prepared gold nanoparticles so the gold particles should be
stable, but in coating the shell of gold nanoparticles were prepared directly on the
surface of functionalized and gold nuclide silica nanoparticles. These gold particles
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Figure 6. SEM pictures of silica–gold core-shell nanoparticles after the third
coating method (c).

Figure 7. FTIR spectra of silica and silica@Au particles prepared by
method (c).

directly attach with silica core and now they behave like stable core-shell particles. So for coating reducing reagent (NaBH4 ) is more useful because of its high
reduction rate. We have seen from the UV–visible spectra of silica–gold core-shell
particles that after two coatings (SiO2 @Au1, SiO2 @Au2) the peak was red-shifted
to 528 nm, 531 nm respectively (see ﬁgure 5). But after third coating (SiO2 @Au3)
the peak was blue-shifted to 529 nm. Although ﬁgure 5 shows a slight blue shift
in the peak, it depends on the number of coatings. Initially, less number of gold
nanoparticles were attached with silica core and the no. of coatings increases the
gold particles which smoothly cover the whole surface of silica, which shows large
measurable blue shift in peak. There are many reports where optical properties
of core-shell particles of silica and gold are studied [2,11,12]. Halas group [14] has
reported the results of SiO2 @Au composite. Initially for very small thickness the
absorption peak is red-shifted with respect to the original position of pure gold. As
the shell thickness increased, the optical absorption peak started shifting towards
lower wavelength. The formation of silica–gold core-shell particles prepared by
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method (c) was also studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The results
are shown in ﬁgure 6. The size of the core (SiO2 ) nanoparticles is found to be ∼260
nm, the size of shell (Au) nanopatricles is ∼20 nm and core-shell ratio is ∼13 : 1.
The structure study, i.e. bonding of these core–shell particles was also done using
Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR). The results are shown in ﬁgure 7.
This ﬁgure shows the FTIR spectrum of silica, functionalized silica and silica–gold
core-shell particles. For SiO2 and SiO2 @Au particles peak 1103, 80 cm−1 can be
assigned to Si–O–Si bond and peak 947 cm−1 can be attributed to Si–OH bond
and for functionalized silica particles peaks at 3215 cm−1 is assigned to NH bond.
After coating these particles with gold, the intensity of Si–O–Si and Si–OH peaks
has been reduced signiﬁcantly. This indicates the presence of gold shell in silica
particles.
Silica@gold core-shell particles were synthesized. It was observed that the plasmon resonance peak position of gold depends upon the shell thickness. Thus, by
changing shell thickness, it is possible to design a material with desired optical properties. The present method, the combination of citrate and borohydride method,
gives much better results and it works at room temperature. The presence of gold
coating was conﬁrmed by FTIR spectroscopy. The morphology of these particles
was studied using SEM.
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